Streamline communication and increase operational efficiency.

EFI PaceConnects allow you to maximize your return as you bring processes together in a fully-integrated environment. As information flows more freely, processes become automated and your company benefits from increased operational efficiency.

**JDF/JMF**

Streamline your production process with two-way communication between your Pace MIS and your compliant prepress, printing and finishing equipment. EFI Pace JDF/JMF PaceConnects allow you to reduce touch points and increase productivity by communicating production specifications to, and receiving costing and status updates from your JDF/JMF compliant devices.

Eliminate human errors by electronically transferring production specifications to your compliant devices. Save time by having costs and status updates electronically received from the compliant device directly into the Pace MIS. For your printing devices, EFI currently supports communication to conventional printers, digital page printers (black and white/color digital printers) and display graphics printers (wide format).

**Tax Data Systems (TDS)**

TDS subscriptions allow the print shop to use tax rate tables for specific (or all) States as needed. The service rates Job Shipments by destination zip code and allows Pace Job Billing to apply the most current tax rate by county name associated with the zip code. The TDS files are updated by importing the newest rates in a configured file location for use in Pace Job Billing.
**Printable, Pageflex, iWay, Four51, RSI, Virtual Systems***

EFI Pace provides seamless integration with 3rd party web to print (w2p) and fulfillment solutions such as Printable, Pageflex, iWay, Four51, RSI and Virtual Systems. Integrations are generally bi-directional offering automated Pace job and job shipment creation plus job shipment and/or job status updates. Orders may contain print on demand items and/or fulfillment items. Production details are populated via associated item templates. Enhanced 3rd party integration features like those with Printable include inventory synchronization and sharing invoice data.

**Xpedx***

For EFI customers who purchase paper from Xpedx, EFI Pace offers integration that allows users to perform stock checks (quantity and pricing) and use those responses from the Xpedx merchant to create accurate paper pricing on estimates and/or to create and submit a Purchase Order when applicable. The Purchase Orders are submitted as a web service to Xpedx thereby mitigating the need for calling Xpedx, printing or faxing the Purchase Order.

*EFI PaceConnects provide integration between the EFI Pace and certain 3rd party products. EFI cannot assume responsibility or provide warranty for the features or functionality of 3rd party products.
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**Key Benefits**

- Streamlines production process with two-way communication between your Pace MIS and your compliant prepress, printing and finishing equipment.
- Eliminates human errors by automatically transferring production specifications to your compliant devices.
- Seamless integration with 3rd party web to print and fulfillment solutions.
- Shares information quickly, accurately and securely.
- Maximizes profits by connecting processes.
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EFI fuels success.

From Fiery to superwide inkjet, from the lowest cost per label to the most automated business processes, EFI has everything your company needs to succeed. Visit www.efi.com or call 650-357-3500 for more information.